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a b s t r a c t
Pre-operative magnetic resonance (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) image volumes are often used
for planning and guidance during functional neurosurgical procedures. These operations can include the
creation of lesions in the thalamus (thalamotomy) or the globus pallidus (pallidotomy), or the insertion of
deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrodes in the subcortical nuclei. These subcortical targets are often difﬁcult to localize in pre-operative imaging data due to the limited resolution and contrast available in
standard MRI or CT techniques. To address this problem, digital atlases of subcortical nuclei are often
used to accurately identify surgical targets since they can be warped to ﬁt each patient’s unique anatomy.
Targeting accuracy thus depends on the quality of the atlas-to-patient warp.
In this paper, three atlas-to-patient warping techniques are compared. Two methods rely on an MRI template as an intermediary to estimate a nonlinear atlas-to-patient transformation. The third is novel, and
uses a pseudo-MRI derived from an atlas of the basal ganglia and thalamus to estimate the nonlinear
atlas-to-patient transformation directly. The methods are compared using (1) manual segmentations of
subcortical nuclei and (2) functional data from intra-operative thalamic stimulation. The results demonstrate that the template-based atlas-to-patient warping technique is the best of the three for customizing
the atlas onto patient data.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Movement disorders are often treated with functional neurosurgical procedures. These procedures can include the creation of
lesions in the thalamus (thalamotomy) (Atkinson et al., 2002; Duval et al., 2005; Lenz et al., 1995; Otsuki et al., 1994) the globus pallidus (pallidotomy) (Cohn et al., 1998; Gross et al., 1999; Lombardi
et al., 2000; Starr et al., 1999) as well the introduction deep brain
stimulation (DBS) electrodes in the thalamus, globus pallidus, or
the subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Eskandar et al., 2001; Krause
et al., 2001; Sanchez Castro et al., 2006b; Starr et al., 1999). These
procedures require accurate target localization of these subcortical
structures using pre-operative magnetic resonance (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) image volumes. Despite recent advances
in medical imaging techniques which allow improved visualization
of the thalamus (Behrens et al., 2003; Deoni et al., 2005; JohansenBerg et al., 2005), most clinical MRI volumes lack the contrast and
resolution required to properly visualize the subcortical nuclei.
These pre-operative scans are often taken with the body coil since
a stereotactic head-frame is attached to the patient’s head to establish a co-ordinate system within the image volume. In addition, a
variety of other factors can limit contrast and signal-to-noise ratio
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in awake patients undergoing stereotactic surgery, including motion artefacts related to movement disorders, and the limits of
MRI acquisition time. These limitations can cause difﬁculty for surgeons when distinguishing between the borders of different subcortical nuclei used as surgical targets (see Fig. 1). Originally,
print atlases were used in conjunction with anatomical landmarks
to guide functional neurosurgical procedures (Schaltenbrand and
Wahren, 1977; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). However, digital atlases have proven to be useful in surgical planning and guidance as
they can be customized to pre-operative patient data (Bertrand
et al., 1973; Chakravarty et al., 2006a; Finnis et al., 2003; Ganser
et al., 2004; Nowinski et al., 2000; St-Jean et al., 1998).

1.1. Computerized atlases for surgical planning
The use of computerized atlases to guide functional neurosurgery
was pioneered at the Montreal Neurological Institute in work done
by Bertrand (1982), and Bertrand et al. (1973, 1974). This work
used a digitized version of the Schaltenbrand and Bailey atlas
(Schaltenbrand and Bailey, 1959) and used an intra-operative ventriculogram as an imaging reference. Hardy, Bertrand and Thompson later used this atlas in a comprehensive analysis of the
somatopy of ﬁber tracts and subcortical nuclei in the human brain
in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Hardy et al., 1979a,b,c,d,e,
1980a,b,c, 1981).
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Fig. 1. Example of pre-operative MRI volume with head-frame afﬁxed to patient. (Left) Sagittal view; (middle) coronal view; (right) axial view. Image volume shows lack of
contrast in the sub-cortical nuclei. Surgical targeting is extremely difﬁcult in these nuclei as a result.

More recently, several atlases of the human brain have been
used to guide stereotaxic procedures. Several of these atlases rely
on digitized versions of the print atlases which are commonly
available. Nowinski et al. (1997) have developed a digital atlas that
incorporated data from three print atlases including Ono et al.
(1990), Schaltenbrand and Wahren (1977), and Talairach and Tournoux (1988). In order to register the atlas to a subject or patient, a
piece-wise linear approach is used to transform the atlas to the MR
volume. Later, the atlas-to-patient warping approach was reﬁned
by estimating a nonlinear transformation using a ﬁnite element approach (Xu and Nowinski, 2001). The Talairach and Tournoux atlas
was also used as the foundation for a digital atlas by Ganser et al.
(2004). The original plates were scanned and reconstructed in
three dimensions by estimating a Delaunay tetrahedrization on
each structure of the atlas. Surfaces of these structures were extracted using the marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline,
1987). Their atlas warping technique improves on Talairach and
Tournoux’s (1988) so-called ‘‘proportional grid system” by using
a set of radial basis functions to deﬁne a deformation ﬁeld.
Many groups use template based procedures to warp atlases to
pre-operative patient data. These procedures warp an atlas to a
template MRI. After atlas-to-template alignment, the atlas warping
problem is narrowed down to a standard MRI-to-MRI registration
problem. Once the template-to-patient transformation is estimated it is applied to the atlas to customize it to patient data.
For these template-based techniques, the atlas-to-patient and template-to-patient warps are equivalent.
In the original work of St-Jean et al. (1998) the Colin27 MRI
template (Holmes et al., 1998) was used to estimate atlas-topatient transformations. This template is the average of
27 T1-weighted MRI volumes of the same subject which results
in a volume with enhanced signal-to-noise ratio and improved
contrast. A 3D version of the Schaltenbrand and Wahren atlas
was warped to the template using a thin-plate-spline (TPS) warp
(Bookstein, 1989). The TPS warp is a landmark-based technique
which aligns landmarks exactly and will interpolate the data between these landmarks by constraining them to the properties of
a thin metal plate. As a result, it is possible that there are some
misregistrations in the initial atlas-to-template customization,
and these errors will be propagated throughout the atlasto-patient warping process. This is the atlas previously used at
the Montréal Neurological Institute.
The Colin27 high-resolution MRI template (Holmes et al., 1998)
has also been used to estimate nonlinear atlas-to-patient transfor-

mations by Finnis et al. (2003). In their work, a probabilistic functional atlas was developed by warping a digitized version of the
Schaltenbrand and Wahren atlas (Schaltenbrand and Wahren,
1977). Co-ordinates representing successful intra-operative stimulation points were clustered into the common atlas space using
nonlinear registration methods. To customize the atlas to patient
data, the nonlinear transformation was then applied to the digitized atlas and the point clusters. Recent work has expanded the
amount of intra-operative electro-physiological data that has been
included in their electro-physiological database (Guo et al., 2005).
D’Haese et al. have developed an atlas (D’Haese et al., 2005a)
which uses electro-physiological intra-operative recordings from
the STN registered to a template created from the average of preoperative data. This choice of template was later reﬁned (D’Haese
et al., 2005b) to a single MRI template, selected based on the best
prediction of the ﬁnal DBS location when using radial basis functions to estimate the nonlinear template-to-patient transformation
(Rohde et al., 2003).
Bardinet et al. (2005) reconstructed a set of serial histological
data and warped this data set to T1 and T2 reference MRIs using
only linear transformations. The transformations are optimized
at the level of the basal ganglia and thalamus. Contours of structures in the basal ganglia and the mesencephalon were manually traced on the histology to allow for increased visualization
of the anatomy. The ﬁnal atlas-to-patient transformation was
estimated using an afﬁne transformation estimated in a hierarchical fashion and is used to predict the location for the STN
DBS stimulator. This position was then correlated with intraoperative electro-physiological ﬁndings. The methods used for
the development of this atlas were recently detailed in Yelnik
et al. (2007).
The use of expert identiﬁcation of surgical targets was used to
create an atlas for STN DBS targeting by Sanchez Castro et al.
(2005, 2006a,b). This atlas is based on the manual identiﬁcation
of the DBS target on multiple patients. The target labeling is repeated on all subjects, by the same expert on ﬁve separate occasions to eliminate intra-rater error. The points from each subject
were averaged and then warped to a reference pre-operative MRI
in order to create an atlas. Four different warping techniques were
evaluated (Schaltenbrand and Wahren (1977), afﬁne transformations (Maes et al., 1997), Demons algorithm (Thirion et al., 1996;
Thirion, 1998), and B-splines (Rueckert et al., 1999)) using correspondence to the ﬁnal target point assessed in post-operative data
as the evaluation criteria.
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1.2. Atlas warping validation
Each procedure described above is predicated on ﬁnding and
optimizing techniques for atlas-to-patient warping. The goal is to
integrate these atlases in the planning phase for functional neurosurgery. Thus the pre-operative planning is limited by the accuracy
of the warping techniques used for atlas-to-template warping.
However validation of any warping techniques is typically difﬁcult
due to the lack of an universally accepted ‘‘gold standard” and requires the development of novel techniques for evaluation. Many
of the groups have used intra-operative functional recordings
(Bardinet et al., 2005), post-operative data (D’Haese et al.,
2005a), or STN DBS targets deﬁned by surgical experts (Sanchez
Castro et al., 2006a, 2005). To our knowledge, groups have not used
a volumetric representation of the anatomy for validation. Finnis
et al. (2003) used intra-operative stimulation eliciting visual activations and compared the location of these stimulation points with
regards to their position relative to the optic tract. As an extension
to this original work, Guo et al. (2006) recently published a more
comprehensive validation of the initial work from this group using
ﬁnal target locations from pallidotomies, thalamotomies, and thalamic and subthalamic nucleus DBS implantations. In the validation provided by Nowinski et al. (2000) for the warping
techniques for their multiple brain atlas database, a comparison
was done of subjects who were operated (for pallidotomy, thalamotomy, and thalamic DBS) and the ﬁnal target location was compared with respect to the atlas-derived predicted target location.
However, only visual validation results were presented when the
atlas-to-patient and inter-atlas (i.e., Talairach to Schaltenbrand atlas) warping techniques was reﬁned using an FEM method (Xu and
Nowinski, 2001). In the atlas developed by Ganser et al. (2004) only
the location of the frontal tip of the putamen was veriﬁed for validation purposes. However the accuracy of the identiﬁcation of
structures is critical as targets are often chosen relative to structures which are easily visible using pre-operative MRI volumes.
In other comparisons of nonlinear registration algorithms, the
use of volumetric classiﬁcations and segmentations have been
used optimize or compare different strategies. Robbins et al.
(2004) used the minimization of entropy between segmented
MRI volumes as a technique for the optimization of nonlinear registration parameters of the automatic nonlinear image matching
and anatomical labeling (ANIMAL) algorithm of Collins and Evans
(1997), and Collins et al. (1995). In a broader study Hellier et al.
(2003) studied the accuracy of several commonly-used nonlinear
registration techniques using several different criteria including:
global volume, overlap of different segmented tissue classes, curvature of the iso-intensity surfaces, consistency of the nonlinear
deformation, as well as quantitative and qualitative evaluation of
sulcii after nonlinear warping.
1.3. Goals
In this paper we use an atlas created from reconstructed serial
histological data (Chakravarty et al., 2006a) which has been
warped to the Colin27 high resolution MRI template (Holmes
et al., 1998) (based on an atlas-to-template warping procedure).
This anatomical atlas is described in Section 2. The atlas is customized to a particular patient’s anatomy (using an atlas-to-patient
warping procedure) with the ANIMAL nonlinear registration technique (Collins and Evans, 1997; Collins et al., 1995) (Section 2.2),
using three different strategies: two depend on the Colin27 template and the third uses a ‘‘pseudo-MRI” (Chakravarty et al.,
2006a). The work presented here is a continuation of our preliminary validation work (Chakravarty et al., 2005).
The main goal of this paper is to compare three atlas-to-patient
warping strategies to determine which is best for surgical
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planning. To achieve this goal, three subgoals must be met: (1) validate the initial atlas-to-template warping procedure, since any errors in atlas–template alignment will be propagated in the two
template-based atlas-to-patient mappings; (2) develop metrics
for minimally-biased anatomical evaluation of the atlas-to-patient
warping techniques; (3) develop metrics for electro-physiological
evaluation of the atlas-to-patient warping techniques. In addition
to validating the ANIMAL algorithm for atlas customization in
the context of targeting in functional neurosurgical procedures
used in movement disorders, the contributions of this paper include the development and evaluation of a pseudo-MRI-based nonlinear registration procedure, the development of manuallyderived silver-standard labels for anatomical validation, and the
development of new metrics based on electro-physiological
recordings for further warping validation.
The paper is organized in the following manner: Section 2 presents the methods, describing both the atlas (Section 2.1) and the
nonlinear registration algorithm (Section 2.2) used. Section 2.3 describes the atlas-to-template warping strategy, while Sections 2.4–
2.6 describe the three atlas-to-patient warping strategies. A series
of experiments are described in Section 3. The creation and evaluation of the manual label-based silver standard is described in Section 3.2. Once the quality of the silver standard has been
characterized (Section 3.2.3), it is used to evaluate the atlas-to-template warping (Section 3.2.4) and the three atlas-to-patient warping
strategies (Section 3.2.5). Section 3.3 describes the electro-physiological metrics and validation. Section 4 presents the experimental
results, Section 5 includes a summary and discussion and Section 6
ends with conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. Methods
In this section the atlas of the basal ganglia and thalamus developed for planning functional neurosurgical procedures and the
techniques used to warp this atlas to a high resolution MRI template are discussed in Section 2.1. The ANIMAL algorithm used
for atlas-to-template and atlas-to-patient nonlinear warping is described in Section 2.2. The atlas-to-template warping procedure is
described in Section 2.3. The three different atlas-to-patient warping techniques based on the ANIMAL algorithm are described in
Sections 2.4–2.6.
In order to properly identify subcortical structural anatomy, the
atlas must be warped to effectively match the patient’s subcortical
morphology. The three warping techniques described here start
with the estimation of a linear nine parameter (three translations,
three rotation, and three scaling factors) (Collins et al., 1994) transformation used to map the atlas into the native space of the MRI
data. This transformation is used as the input for the nonlinear
transformation estimation, where it is reﬁned with the ANIMAL
algorithm. The ANIMAL algorithm is used to estimate the two different template based warping procedures and the single, direct,
pseudo-MRI based techniques (all of which are evaluated in this
paper). Standard execution times for a Apple MacBook G4 2 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo, with 2 GB of 667 MHz DDR2 SDRAM are given
in Sections 2.4–2.6.
2.1. Computerized atlas of the basal ganglia and thalamus
In this paper we use a bi-lateral version of a new high resolution
atlas that contains multiple registered representations of 105 subcortical grey and white matter structures (Chakravarty et al.,
2006a). The data is derived from 84 sections of manually segmented
serial histological data. The atlas contains nomenclature from three
different sources for gross-anatomy (Schaltenbrand and Wahren,
1977), the thalamus (Hirai and Jones, 1989), and the temporal lobe
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(Gloor, 1997). The histological data was reconstructed using optimized nonlinear slice-to-slice morphological and intensity corrections techniques (Chakravarty et al., 2006a). This atlas has also
been used to create a probabilistic functional atlas using post-operative active electrode data (Chakravarty et al., 2006b).
A voxel-label-atlas was created by assigning each structure a
unique label which acts an anatomical identiﬁer. To estimate the
nonlinear atlas-to-template transformation, a pseudo-MRI (to
facilitate the atlas-to-template warping procedure described in
Section 2.3) was created by modifying the intensities of the voxel-label-atlas to match those of the Colin27 MRI template (Holmes
et al., 1998).

The voxel-label atlas can also be viewed as a set of 3D objects,
thus aiding to understand the 3D relationships between different
structures and can be navigated in register with the atlas (Chakravarty et al., 2006a). The four different atlas representations (histological, voxel-label, pseudo-MRI) can be viewed together
depending on user preference. These representations, along with
the Colin27 MRI template can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3.
2.2. The ANIMAL algorithm
The ANIMAL algorithm is an iterative procedure which
estimates a 3D deformation ﬁeld that matches a source volume to

Fig. 2. Coronal and axial representation of atlas described in Section 2.1. (a) Original coronal section from histological dataset. (b) Reconstructed transverse slice through
histological volume. (c) and (d) Voxel-label-atlas representation of the atlas. (e) and (f) Pseudo-MRI representation of the atlas. (g) and (h) Close-up of the Colin27 MRI
template in the region of the basal ganglia and thalamus.
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Fig. 3. (From top to bottom) Axial, sagittal, and coronal views of the Colin27 MRI template and the atlas warped to the Colin27 template. The 3D geometric atlas is shown on
the bottom of the ﬁgure. The top two rows of this ﬁgure also demonstrate the extents of the ROIs used for atlas warping Methods B and C.

a target volume. The algorithm is divided into two steps. The ﬁrst is
the outer loop, where large deformations are estimated on data
which has been blurred using a Gaussian kernel with a large fullwidth-at-half-maximum (FWHM). These larger deformations are
then input to subsequent steps where the ﬁt is reﬁned by estimating smaller deformations on data blurred with a smaller FWHM.
At each step of the outer loop, the ANIMAL algorithm is applied
iteratively in an inner loop to optimize the nonlinear transformation ðNÞ that maximizes the similarity between a source volume
ðSÞ and a target volume ðTÞ with the following objective function C:

CðS; T; NÞ ¼ bðS; T; NÞ þ CðNÞ;

ð1Þ

where b is the local similarity measure (i.e., the correlation ratio)
and C is the cost function. The cost function yields large values
for large deformations and smaller values for smaller deformations
(effectively penalizing the objective function when large deformations are estimated).
The nonlinear transformation is represented by a deformation
ﬁeld that is iteratively estimated in a two step process: the ﬁrst
step involves the estimation of local translations for each node deﬁned by optimizing equation (1) and the second is a smoothing
step to ensure that the deformation ﬁeld is continuous and does
not cause stretching, tearing, or overlap. Three parameters can be
set which help deﬁne the quality of the nonlinear transformation:
the similarity (which balances the objective function with the cost

function), the weight (which determines the proportion of each local translation estimated at one iteration that will be used at the
next iteration), and the stiffness (which determines the smoothness
of the nonlinear deformation ﬁeld). For the warping techniques described Sections 2.3–2.6, the similarity, weight, and stiffness are all
set to the same value (0.3, 1, and 1, respectively) according to
the parameter optimization of Robbins et al. (2004). The reader is
referred to Chakravarty et al. (2006a), Collins and Evans (1997),
Robbins et al. (2004) for more details on these parameters.
At each step of the outer loop, the inner loop is run over a ﬁxed
number of iterations. Here the deformation ﬁeld is deﬁned by a set
of local translations deﬁned on a grid of equally spaced nodes. The
resolution of the deformation ﬁeld can be deﬁned by setting three
parameters: step, lattice diameter, and sub-lattice. The step parameter deﬁnes the space between each node in the lattice. The latticediameter is the diameter of the local spherical neighborhood around
each node in which the objective function is estimated. The sub-lattice is the number of elements used within that local neighborhood.
The values for these parameters are deﬁned in Sections 2.4–2.6.
2.3. Atlas-to-template warping
Using the ANIMAL algorithm (Collins et al., 1995; Collins and
Evans, 1997), we have improved on the atlas-to-template warping
presented in the original digital atlas used at the Montréal
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Neurological Institute developed by St-Jean et al. (1998). Here ANIMAL is used to estimate the nonlinear transformation required to
map the pseudo-MRI described in Section 2.1 (source volume) to
the Colin27 MRI template (target volume) (Chakravarty et al.,
2006a). This is an improvement on the TPS warp estimated in
the original work of St-Jean et al. (1998).
The transformation estimated here uses a hierarchical ﬁtting
strategy, however no blurring of either the pseudo-MRI or the Colin27 MRI template is done. Effective blurring is achieved due to
the homogeneous nature of the pseudo-MRI intensities and by
the sub-sampling done in estimation of the sub-lattice described
in Section 2.2. A region of interest (ROI) is used to constrain the
estimation of the deformation ﬁeld to the sub-cortical region.
The ROI is deﬁned laterally by the insula, anteriorly by the genu
of the corpus callosum, posteriorly by the limits of the later ventricles, superiorly by cingulate gyrus, and inferiorly by the temporal
poles and can be seen in Fig. 3. The ﬁnal atlas-to-template transformation is estimated on a dense 1 mm grid. The registration parameters are given in Table 1. By using this transformation to warp the
voxel-label and 3D geometric atlases to the Colin27 MRI template
we afford the user enhanced anatomical visualization (see Fig. 3).
2.4. Template based atlas-to-patient warping: Method A
Since the atlas and the Colin27 template are co-localized, the
ﬁrst atlas-to-patient warping technique is really a template-to-patient warping problem and is treated as a standard MRI-to-MRI
registration problem. The registration parameters used were optimized and discussed in Robbins et al. (2004). This technique estimates the nonlinear transformation in a hierarchical fashion as
explained in Section 2.2. The source volume is the Colin27 MRI
template and the target is the patient MRI volume. The ﬁnal transformation estimated is deﬁned by vectors on a grid of equally
spaced nodes that are 2 mm apart and applied to the original atlas
warped to the Colin27 MRI template to complete the atlas-to-patient warp. The standard parameters used for the registration strategy are shown in Table 2. Execution time for this method was
approximately 50 min.

volume (as described in Section 2.3) focused on the subcortical nuclei is used to limit the transformation estimation to facilitate the
computational burden of estimating a higher-resolution transformation. The hierarchical nonlinear transformation estimation of
this technique outputs a ﬁnal transformation deﬁned by vectors
on a grid of equally spaced nodes that are 1 mm apart. The parameters for ANIMAL used for this template-based transformation estimation is shown in Table 1, and are the same one used for the
atlas-to-template warp. We hypothesize that Method B will give
better results than Method A due to the higher resolution deformation. Execution time for this method was approximately 70 min.
2.6. Pseudo-MRI based atlas-to-patient warping: Method C
Method C is based on the work in Chakravarty et al. (2006a,
2005) where the pseudo-MRI (described is Section 2.1) was used
to directly estimate the atlas-to-template transformation used to
warp the atlas directly to the Colin27 MRI template. Since the
pseudo-MRI was created by modifying the intensities of the voxel-label-atlas to approximate the contrast of the Colin27 template,
it can be used directly to estimate the atlas-to-patient transformation (rather than use the Colin27 as an intermediate template). The
transformation estimation process uses the pseudo-MRI as the
source volume and the patient MRI as the target volume, and estimates a nonlinear transformation using the ANIMAL algorithm.
The parameters for ANIMAL are the same as those used in Method
B, thus the ﬁnal transformation estimated is deﬁned by vectors on
a grid with 1 mm spacing. The nonlinear transformation estimation
procedure can be seen in the top path of the ﬂowchart in Fig. 4 and
the template based techniques are represented at the bottom of
the same ﬁgure. The registration parameters are shown in Table
1 and are those that are used for the initial atlas-to-template transformation estimation. We hypothesize that Method C will yield
better results than Method A or B because errors in atlas-to-template warping (Section 2.3) are eliminated as the transformation
between atlas and patient are estimated directly. Execution time
for this method was approximately 65 min.

2.5. Template based atlas-to-patient warping: Method B

3. Atlas warping evaluation – experimental methods

Similar to Method A, the second template-based technique uses
ANIMAL to estimate a template-to-patient nonlinear transformation. This technique is also hierarchical and the data is not blurred.
Since Method B is inspired by the initial atlas-to-template warp,
there are two main differences with Method A. While the Colin27
template is still used as the source volume, a cropped volume ROI

The following sections present anatomical and functional validation for the atlas-to-patient transform using manual anatomical
labels and intra-operative electro-physiological recordings. The
manual labeling protocol is ﬁrst presented followed by four different validation experiments. In the ﬁrst experiment, the quality of
the manual labels are evaluated to verify that they can be used
to validate both the atlas-to-template and atlas-to-patient warps.
The second experiment evaluates the quality of the atlas-to-template match using the anatomicals labels. The third experiment
also uses the manual labels to evaluate the atlas-to-patient customizations. Finally, the fourth experiment evaluates the atlas-topatient customizations using the electro-physiological recordings.

Table 1
ANIMAL parameters used for high-resolution template-based and pseudo-MRI based
atlas-to-subject nonlinear transformation estimation
Step

Step size (mm)

Sub-lattice diameter

Sub-lattice

Iterations

1
2
3

4
2
1

8
6
6

6
6
3

15
15
15

Table 2
ANIMAL parameters used for template based atlas-to-subject nonlinear transformation estimation
FWHM (mm)

Step size (mm)

Sub-lattice diameter

Sub-lattice

Iterations

8
8
4

8
4
2

24
12
6

6
4
6

30
30
10

3.1. Subjects
The atlas-to-patient warping techniques presented in Sections
2.4–2.6 were evaluated using clinical T1-weighted pre-operative
image data from nine patients who had undergone thalamotomies
(ﬁve males and four females, ﬁve left and four right thalamotomies). All MRIs were taken between 1997 and 2002 with the stereotactic head-frame attached on a Philips 1.5 T MRI scanner
with axial slices with a 1 mm in plane voxel spacing and 1.5 mm
voxel spacing between slices. Since the head-frame cannot ﬁt inside the headcoil, scans were acquired in the body coil. Informed
consent was obtained from all subjects involved in this study,
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Fig. 4. Flow chart demonstrating the difference between Method C and Methods A and B technique. The top path, demonstrates how Method C bypasses the need to register
the atlas to a patient MRI volume by directly estimating an atlas-to-patient transformation (see Section 2.6). The bottom path shows the template based techniques of
Methods A and B (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

and the research protocol was approved by the ethics board of the
Montreal Neurological Hospital and Institute.
3.2. Anatomical validation
Since a gold standard for anatomical validation was not available, manual structure segmentations were used to evaluate the
‘‘goodness of ﬁt” of the atlas-to-template and atlas-to-patient
warping techniques. To estimate inter-rater variability, ﬁve expert
raters identiﬁed the striatum (the caudate nucleus, the putamen,
and the nucleus accumbens), the thalamus, and the globus pallidus
bilaterally in the patient MRI data and on the Colin27 template.
The striatum was used as it is a large high contrast structure; this
feature facilitate its identiﬁcation through manual labeling. Furthermore, surgeons use the location of the putamen to help guide
entry towards the STN, as it has been hypothesized the micro-lesions in this structure may be linked to post-mortem morbidity
(Benabid et al., 2002). The thalamus and the globus pallidus are
still targets for lesioning and stimulations for Parkinsons disease
(PD). Beyond PD, the thalamus is still viewed as an important target for treating essential tremor (Blomstedt et al., 2007; Pahwa
et al., 2006) and renewed interest has been shown in the targeting
of the globus pallidus as a stimulation point for treating dystonia
(Houeto et al., 2007; Vidailhet et al., 2007). We also assume that
anatomically based inferences of surgical targets cannot be properly made if the gross anatomy of the atlas does not properly
match the patient.
All raters were trained according to rules developed by the
authors. The medial and superior borders of the caudate were deﬁned in relation to the lateral ventricle, laterally by the internal
capsule, and inferiorly by the external capsule. The putamen
was deﬁned medially by the internal capsule and the globus pal-

lidus, laterally by the external capsule, superiorly by the internal
capsule and corona radiata, and inferiorly by the external capsule.
Raters were asked to join the two structures when possible. The
thalamus was deﬁned medially by the third ventricle wall, laterally by the internal capsule, anteriorly by the globus pallidus
and the internal capsule, posteriorly by the extents of the pulvinar, superiorly by the lateral ventricle, and inferiorly by the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle. The globus pallidus was deﬁned
anteriorly, medially, and superiorly by the internal capsule, laterally by the putamen, posteriorly by the thalamus and the internal
capsule, and inferiorly by the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle.
To improve their initial labeling estimates, all raters were asked to
create surface renderings (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) to better
visualize the 3D consistency of their labels. If a series of voxels
were found to be labeled that did not seem to coherently create
a 3D anatomical structure, the raters were asked to revise their labels accordingly.
As shown in Fig. 1, patient scans acquired with the head-frame
in a body coil suffer from a lack of contrast and resolution, therefore making it difﬁcult for the raters to properly label the sub-cortical nuclei. While the stereotaxic head-frame provides an
coordinate system which is used to guide surgical procedures, contrast of the subcortical nuclei is typically sacriﬁced. This trade-off
mimics the typical clinical situation, where the accurate localization of surgical tools is gained at the expense of the visualization
of subcortical nuclei granted by an MRI scan.
To aid the raters, the pre-operative scan used for diagnostic purposes was registered to the head-frame scan (using a rigid-body
transformation (Collins et al., 1994)) and then the two were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and contrast to facilitate
the identiﬁcation of the sub-cortical nuclei mentioned above (see
Fig. 5). Although this gives the raters a clear advantage over the

Fig. 5. Example of data used for validation of warping techniques. (From left to right) Axial sections MRI volumes acquired with head-frame, and the average of a volume
acquired with a head-frame and without a head-frame. Note the difference between resolution and contrast of the two volumes. Averaging the two volumes increases the
ease for raters to properly identify the subcortical nuclei being assessed in Section 3.2.
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automated atlas warping techniques, it was done to facilitate the
accurate identiﬁcation of subcortical structures.
3.2.1. Derivation of a silver standard
To conﬁdently use the manually labeled data to assess the
atlas-to-template and atlas-to-patient warping techniques, the
consistency of manual raters was veriﬁed. In the absence of an anatomical ‘‘gold standard” a series of ‘‘silver standards” were created
from the manual labels in a leave-one-out fashion, where a single
rater’s labels are compared to a silver-standard developed through
the agreement of other labels. Five different silver standards were
created for each structure identiﬁed on each subject. This is
achieved by sequentially eliminating each raters labels from the
silver standard creation. After the elimination of a single rater,
the remaining voxels in the silver standard are set to one if at least
three of the four raters have labeled the voxel. In this fashion, each
rater can be evaluated against the silver standard created independently of their own labels, thus an unbiased estimate of the raters
performance can be achieved. Each silver standard created was
also evaluated against the automated warping techniques, allowing the calculation of ﬁve different comparisons for each structure
on each subject.
3.2.2. The kappa overlap metric
The labels deﬁned by the atlas or a single rater (deﬁned as the
test structure) are compared to a silver standard by determining
the level of overlap using the kappa metric ðjÞ:

j¼

2a
;
ð2a þ b þ cÞ

ð2Þ

where a is the number of voxels common to the test structure and
the silver standard, and b þ c represents the sum of the voxels uniquely identiﬁed by either the test structure or the silver standard,
respectively.
The kappa score is extremely sensitive to differences in two label sets. The simulation performed in Fig. 6 shows a coronal slice
through the striatum from the atlas. If the striatum is translated
by 0.5 mm in all three dimensions, the kappa score decreases from
1.0 (for the label on itself) to 0.87. If the striatum if translated by
1 mm in all three dimension, then the kappa score decreases further to 0.80. A dilation of 1 mm causes the kappa score to decrease
to 0.92, whereas an erosion of 1 mm will cause the kappa score to
decrease to 0.91. Typically, scores greater than 0.7 are deemed
acceptable in the segmentation and classiﬁcation literature.
3.2.3. Evaluation of quality of manual labeling
To ensure that the manually labeled data were produced in a
consistent manner, all of the manual labels for each rater were ﬁrst
evaluated against the silver standard. Statistical differences between the kappas measured for the labels of each rater were assessed using a repeated measures multiple analysis of variance
(MANOVA) where the kappas of each rater were considered the
main effect and hemisphere and structure were used as covariates.
3.2.4. Anatomical validation of atlas-to-template warping technique
In order to ensure that the atlas-to-patient warping techniques
are properly validated the initial atlas-to-template warp must ﬁrst
be evaluated. This will assess the registration error that would be
propagated in Methods A and B. The validation of the initial atlas-to-template warp discussed in Section 2.1 is assessed using
the leave-one-out technique. Since the Colin27 MRI template is a

Fig. 6. Changing kappa values for a wandering striatum. (Top from left to right) Coronal slice through the original striatum deﬁned by the atlas, the striatum translated by
0.5 mm in all three dimension ðj ¼ 0:87Þ, and striatum displaced by 1 mm in all three dimensions ðj ¼ 0:80Þ. (Bottom from left to right) Striatum is dilated by 1 mm voxel in
all three dimensions ðj ¼ 0:92Þ and is eroded by 1 mm in all three dimensions ðj ¼ 0:91Þ. In all images, the label in red represents the original striatum, and the label in green
represents the simulated change in the striatum, and yellow represents the overlap between the two. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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high resolution template and each of the ﬁve raters performed only
one segmentation of this template, a mean kappa is calculated for
all the raters. Results for each structure were compared using a
pooled t-test to assess statistical differences.
3.2.5. Anatomical validation of atlas-to-patient warping techniques
The overlap of each the silver standards with the labels derived
from the ﬁve manual raters and the three atlas-to-patient warping
techniques were analyzed using a repeated measures MANOVA.
The kappas values from each technique (manual and automatic)
was considered as the main effect and the hemispheres and structures were treated as covariates. In cases where statistical differences were found, the nature of these differences were analyzed
with a post hoc Tukey HSD test. This test will group results which
show no signiﬁcant differences. In the results section these groups
are identiﬁed using as groups a, b, c, etc. Methods or raters identiﬁed by group a have the highest kappa, and no signiﬁcant differences between their results. Similarly, methods or raters
identiﬁed in group b have mean kappas signiﬁcantly lower than
methods and raters in group a, but show no statistically signiﬁcant
differences between themselves.
3.3. Electro-physiological validation
The functional validation uses monopolar stimulation of responses to identify the sensory cutaneous thalamus (ventralis caudalis (Vc) (Hassler and Riechert, 1954), ventral posterior (VP) (Hirai
and Jones, 1989)). Stimulations were done using a curved retractable monopolar stimulation electrode (Atkinson et al., 2002; Duerden et al., 2003; St-Jean et al., 1998). Cutaneous paresthesias on the
face, arm, hemi-body or leg were evoked using difference levels of
electrical stimulation (0.25–1 V; at 185 Hz with 2 ms pulse duration). Points at which paresthesias were evoked at a threshold of
0.5 V are used in the present study, localizing the hand area of
the sensory cutaneous thalamus (VP, lateral part, VPL, to within
2 mm (Atkinson et al., 2002)). Using surgical guidance software
(St-Jean et al., 1998), the lesion target location, the extension of
the electrical stimulator, and angles of declination and azimuth
the location of the tip of the probe can be identiﬁed in its framespace coordinates of the tip of stimulator can be found. For all atlas-to-subject warping techniques, the locations of stimulation
points were transformed onto the Colin27 MRI average or the
pseudo-MRI using the inverse atlas-to-subject transformation.
Only stimulations that evoked sensory paresthesias were used for
this validation, yielding a total of 61 functional data points from
the nine patients. Three different accuracy measures were deﬁned:
1. The transformed functional data points, were analyzed by
determining how many fell inside the 3D boundary deﬁned
by the sensory thalamus (see Fig. 7).

2. The distance between the stimulation point and the border of
the sensory thalamus deﬁnes the second metric. It was estimated using the chamfer distance function (Borgefors, 1984),
an approximation of the Euclidean distance. In this metric,
points inside the sensory thalamus are considered positive
and points falling outside the sensory thalamus are considered
negative. An ANOVA was used to assess if there were any differences between groups.
3. The third metric is also distance based. It is equal to the Euclidean distance between each point and the center of mass of the
sensory thalamus. An ANOVA was used to assess if there were
differences between groups.

4. Results
4.1. Quality of manual labeling
The results of the manual labeling are given in Table 3. A
MANOVA using the kappas of the raters as the main effect and
structure and hemisphere as covariates showed no signiﬁcant effect due to hemisphere (p = 0.5591). Subsequently the covariate
of hemisphere was eliminated from the analysis. An effect of structure (F = 106.9225, p < 0.0001, DF = 2) and rater (F = 30.4028,

Table 3
Result from post hoc Tukey-Kramer HSD test for kappas from manual raters
Groups
Globus Pallidus
Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
Rater 5
Striatum
Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
Rater 5
Thalamus
Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
Rater 5

Mean ± SD

Range

c

0.530 ± 0.106
0.687 ± 0.096
0.431 ± 0.066
0.641 ± 0.109
0.626 ± 0.112

0.322–0.732
0.441–0.839
0.308–0.597
0.429–0.835
0.374–0.809

c
a
a, b

0.799 ± 0.041
0.838 ± 0.026
0.763 ± 0.033
0.849 ± 0.033
0.825 ± 0.036

0.723–0.863
0.795–0.922
0.693–0.820
0.763–0.895
0.752–0.895

a
a
a
a
a

0.825 ± 0.076
0.836 ± 0.099
0.823 ± 0.026
0.794 ± 0.055
0.843 ± 0.034

0.567–0.885
0.454–0.907
0.774–0.866
0.676–0.872
0.763–0.886

b
a
a
a
b
a

Test was performed over kappas measurements for each structure with respect to
silver standard. Raters are grouped based on the result of Tukey-Kramer HSD post
hoc analysis (p < 0.05). The mean minimum, maximum, and standard deviations of
the kappa’s are also provided.

Fig. 7. Example of functional validation of the sensory thalamus. Landmarks represent a point where sensory responses were invoked using intra-operative electrophysiological conﬁrmation. The white label represents the sensory thalamus as deﬁned by the atlas.
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p < 0.0001, DF = 4), as well as interactions between structure and
rater were observed (F = 14.0902, p < 0.001, DF = 9). A post hoc test
(Tukey-Kramer HSD) assessing how each structure was labeled by
the raters was also performed. This experiment revealed, that
 range:
while all raters agreed on the deﬁnition of the thalamus (j
0.794–0.843), only three agreed on the deﬁnition of the globus pal range: 0.763–
 range: 0.431–0.687) and the striatum (j
lidus (j
0.849).
The low kappa values seen for the globus pallidus, and the inter
rater variability for the globus pallidus and the thalamus were subsequently investigated. Our observations showed that two main
causes attributed to the variability and the low kappa values. The
ﬁrst is the intra-rater disagreement of the manual raters with respect to the location of the posterior end of the globus pallidus.
The second was the longer deﬁnition of the globus pallidus in the
atlas in comparison to the deﬁnition provided by the manual
raters.
4.2. Anatomical atlas-to-template warping validation
Table 4 shows the mean kappa, standard deviation, and range of
the kappas for all structures and each structure individually, when
the labels from the manual raters and the warped atlas labels are
compared to the silver standard. The results of the pooled t-tests
for all structures (DF = 53) and each individual structure
(DF = 18) are also shown in Table 4. No signiﬁcant differences are
seen in the deﬁnitions for all structures or the globus pallidus de for globus
 for all structures = 0.86, j
ﬁned by the manual raters (j
 for all strucpallidus = 0.76) and those of the warped atlas (j
 for globus pallidus = 0.73).
tures = 0.83, j
Although statistically signiﬁcant differences are seen in the striatum, the mean kappas values are similar for the manual raters
 ¼ 0:89Þ. The warped atlas also
 ¼ 0:90Þ and the warped atlas ðj
ðj
 : 0:88—0:89Þ than
shows a much tighter range of kappa values ðj
 : 0:87—0:92Þ. Statistical differences are also
the manual raters ðj
seen for the deﬁnition of the thalamus, while the mean kappa of
 ¼ 0:86Þ, than that of the manual raters
the warped atlas is lower ðj
 ¼ 0:90Þ, the range of values is much tighter for the warped atlas
ðj
 : 0:87—0:93Þ.
 : 0:84—0:86Þ, than the manual raters ðj
ðj
4.3. Anatomical atlas-to-patient warping validation
For the automated method validation, for each structure, Method B shows the highest mean kappa value over all structures. All
automated warping techniques perform better than Rater 3. For
the globus pallidus, there are no statistically signiﬁcant differences
between the automated warping methods and Raters 1 and 2. The
other raters have signiﬁcantly higher kappa values than the automated raters.
The mean, standard deviation, and range of the data for anatomical validation for the atlas-to-patient warping techniques
using clinical data are given in Tables 5–7. No effect from hemi-

Table 4
Results of atlas-to-template warping: kappa values for the striatum, globus pallidus,
and thalamus of the Colin27 template
Structure

  SD
Manual rater j
(range)

automatic warping
j  SD (range)

t-value ðp < tÞ

All
Globus
pallidus
Striatum
Thalamus

0.86 ± 0.068 (0.65–0.93)
0.79 ± 0.075 (0.65–0.88)

0.83 ± 0.055 (0.64–0.90)
0.76 ± 0.013 (0.74–0.78)

1.86 (0.192)
1.31 (0.103)

0.90 ± 0.017 (0.87–0.92)
0.90 ± 0.018 (0.87–0.93)

0.89 ± 0.004 (0.88–0.89)
0.86 ± 0.007 (0.84–0.86)

2.43 (0.013)
7.34 (0.0001)

Mean, standard deviation, and range values for manual raters and the pseudo-MRI
based atlas-to-template warping techniques are given.

sphere was seen (F = 0.4450, p = 0.5079, DF = 1), thus it was eliminated from the analysis and only structure was kept as a covariate.
A MANOVA found the affect of structure and method to be significant (F = 117.1950, p < 0.0001, DF = 7). Differences between the
kappas of each method were analyzed by structure using a Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc test (see also Tables 5–7). For the globus
pallidus and the striatum, the manual raters have highest mean
kappas. Method B shows highest mean kappas for the globus pal ¼ 0:750Þ. In the striatum,
 ¼ 0:549Þ and the striatum ðj
lidus ðj
Methods A and B performed statistically better than Method C.
No statistical differences were found between the manner in which
 ¼ 0:818Þ or any of the
the thalamus was identiﬁed by Method B ðj
 ¼ 0:762Þ
 ¼ 0:787Þ and C ðj
manual raters. However, Methods A ðj
show acceptable mean kappas for the thalamus as well.
4.4. Electro-physiological validation
The results of the functional validation show that 39 of the
stimulations points recorded (64%) fell into the spatial limits of
the sensory thalamus for both the automatic warping Methods B
and C, compared to 35 points (57%) for Method A.
The ANOVA performed on the data from chamfer distance from
the border of the sensory thalamus test also yielded no signiﬁcant
differences between methods (F = 1.1574, p < 0.3175, DF = 2) (see
Table 8).
Using an ANOVA, no signiﬁcant differences in distances were
found between each functional data point and the center of mass
of the sensory thalamus were found between any of the methods
(F = 0.5897, p < 0.5555, DF = 2) (see Table 9).

Table 5
Result from post hoc Tukey-Kramer HSD test for kappas from manual raters and
automatic methods for the globus pallidus
Globus pallidus
Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
Rater 5
Method A
Method B
Method C

Groups
b, c, d
a
d
a
a, b
d
d
d

Mean ± SD

Range

0.530 ± 0.106
0.687 ± 0.096
0.431 ± 0.066
0.641 ± 0.109
0.626 ± 0.112
0.522 ± 0.105
0.549 ± 0.107
0.509 ± 0.075

0.322–0.732
0.441–0.839
0.308–0.597
0.429–0.835
0.374–0.809
0.305–0.702
0.319–0.745
0.358–0.690

Test was performed over kappa measurements for the globus pallidus. Raters are
grouped based on the result of Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc analysis (p < 0.05). The
mean minimum, maximum, and standard deviations of the kappa’s are also
provided.

Table 6
Result from post hoc Tukey-Kramer HSD test for kappas from manual raters for the
striatum
Striatum

Groups

Mean ± SD

Range

Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
Rater 5
Method A
Method B
Method C

a, b
a
b, c
a
a, b
c
c

0.799 ± 0.041
0.838 ± 0.026
0.763 ± 0.033
0.849 ± 0.033
0.825 ± 0.036
0.722 ± 0.065
0.750 ± 0.059
0.648 ± 0.082

0.723–0.863
0.795–0.922
0.693–0.820
0.763–0.895
0.752–0.895
0.570–0.842
0.603–0.858
0.506–0.810

d

Test was performed over kappa measurements for the globus pallidus. Techniques
are grouped based on the result of a Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc analysis (p < 0.05).
The mean minimum, maximum, and standard deviations of the kappa’s are also
provided.
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Table 7
Result from post hoc Tukey-Kramer HSD test for kappas from manual raters for the
thalamus
Thalamus

Groups

Mean ± SD

Range

Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
Rater 5
Method A
Method B
Method C

a, b
a
a, b
a, b, c
a
b
a, b
c

0.825 ± 0.076
0.836 ± 0.099
0.823 ± 0.026
0.794 ± 0.055
0.843 ± 0.034
0.787 ± 0.041
0.818 ± 0.036
0.762 ± 0.058

0.567–0.885
0.454–0.907
0.774–0.866
0.676–0.872
0.763–0.886
0.693–0.846
0.690–0.876
0.653–0.851

Test was performed over kappa measurements for the thalamus. Raters are grouped
based on the result of Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc analysis (p < 0.05). The mean
minimum, maximum, and standard deviations of the kappa’s are also provided.

Table 8
Chamfer distance analysis of each of functional stimulation points from the border of
the sensory thalamus
Method

Mean (mm)

SD (mm)

Range (mm)

Method A
Method B
Method C

1.2
1.3
1.0

1.2
1.3
1.8

3.74 to 0.94
4.17 to 1.15
5.19 to 1.55

Test was performed over distance estimated from the edge of the structure. An
ANOVA revealed no signiﬁcant differences. The mean, standard deviations, and
range of values of the chamfer distance are also provided.

Table 9
Distance analysis of each of functional stimulation points from the center of mass
(COM) of the sensory thalamus
Method

Mean (mm)

SD (mm)

Range (mm)

Method A
Method B
Method C

6.6
7.2
5.8

2.8
2.4
2.6

1.3–11.2
2.8–10.8
1.3–10.2

Test was performed over distance estimates for each data point from the COM of the
structure. An ANOVA revealed no signiﬁcant difference. The mean, standard deviations, and range of values of the Euclidean distance are also provided.

5. Discussions
5.1. Summary
In this paper we developed techniques for the anatomical and
electro-physiological validation of atlas-to-template and atlas-topatient warping techniques using a digital atlas of the basal ganglia
and thalamus previously developed in our group (Chakravarty
et al., 2006a). The atlas was nonlinearly warped using the ANIMAL
algorithm (Collins and Evans, 1997; Collins et al., 1995) to a high
resolution MRI template (Holmes et al., 1998) via a direct atlasto-template warping scheme that relies upon a pseudo-MRI representation of the atlas (Chakravarty et al., 2005, 2006a).
Three different atlas-to-patient warping procedures were validated using anatomical and electro-physiological techniques.
Method A uses the Colin27 MRI template and produced a nonlinear
transformation deﬁned by vectors spaced on a grid with 2 mm
spacing. Method B also uses the Colin27 MRI template for atlasto-patient registration, however the ﬁnal nonlinear transformation
is deﬁned on a grid with 1 mm spacing. Method C relies directly on
the pseudo-MRI to estimate the atlas-to-patient transformation
and output a ﬁnal grid using the same ANIMAL parameters of
Method B.
Anatomical and electro-physiological criteria were used for
validation of all warping methods. Five different manual raters
deﬁned anatomical silver standard using a ‘‘leave-one-out” tech-
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nique. The striatum, globus pallidus, and thalamus of the Colin27
MRI template and nine patients were manually labeled by each
rater. The overlap between the automatic methods and the manual
raters were evaluated against each silver standard. Electro-physiological evaluation was done using macro-stimulation points used
to deﬁne the sensory thalamus intra-operatively. All points were
warped back to the Colin27 template using all warping method.
The number of stimulations falling within the atlas deﬁnition of
the sensory thalamus, the Euclidean distance of each point to the
center of mass of the atlas sensory thalamus, and the chamfer distance from the edge of the sensory thalamus were used as metrics
to evaluate the accuracy of the warping.
5.2. Quality of manual labeling
Inspection of the quality of manual rating (Table 3) demonstrates signiﬁcant differences in the level of agreement between
raters and the silver standards of the globus pallidus and the striatum. In addition, the mean kappa values for any of the raters
failed to reach what are considered an ‘‘acceptable” level of agree > 0:7Þ for the globus pallidus. In addition, large standard
ment ðj
deviations and a wide range of values are observed for all raters.
These large levels of disagreement of the deﬁnition of the striatum
and globus pallidus occur at the posterior end of the structures
where these structures taper and grey and white matter contrast
become more difﬁcult to distinguish.
In the case of the globus pallidus there are further confounding
factors such as low contrast and resolution which make the consistent manual identiﬁcation of this structure difﬁcult. Furthermore,
lower kappas can be expected in smaller structures. Structure
which have a high surface area-to-volume ratio are additionally
penalized by the kappa metric. However the main source of inter-rater disagreement for this structure is due to Raters 2 and 3.
This further demonstrates the difﬁculty of using manual raters
for target identiﬁcation as inter-rater reliability may be low even
when using qualiﬁed trained manual raters. While ﬁve raters used
in this study have expert knowledge of the subcortical anatomy,
their personal deﬁnition of the structures may be slightly different
even if they were in accordance with the labeling rules used. These
differences may still cause the large variations seen in the results.
Atlas-based identiﬁcation minimizes the subjectivity of the structure identiﬁcation inherent to manual labeling. The larger agreement in the deﬁnition of the thalamus is likely due to its more
morphologically homogeneous structure.
5.3. Validation of the atlas-to-template warp
Analysis of the initial atlas-to-template warp shows acceptable
 > 0:7Þ for all structures deﬁned by the atlas.
levels of agreement ðj
While the thalamus kappas of the automated technique are statistically different than the manual raters, a much smaller range of
values and standard deviations are observed for all structures
when compared to the manual raters. This implies that the atlas
is more consistently in agreement with the silver standard and that
there is a larger inter-rater variability.
5.4. Anatomical validation of atlas-to-patient warping techniques
In the case of the striatum, Method C does not achieve acceptable levels of agreement and is statistically worse than all raters
and techniques. Methods A and B show statistically signiﬁcant differences with all raters except for Rater 3.
No statistically signiﬁcant differences are found between the
thalami deﬁned by Method B and the manual raters. Method C performs signiﬁcantly worse. Method A also shows similarity to three
of the raters and Method B. Since Method B is always better than
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the other warping techniques, we recommend that it be used for
atlas-to-patient warping, despite the expense of computational
time.
For all three structures the variability of Methods A and B are
in line with that of the manual raters. Method C does not perform
as well in the manner in which it deﬁnes the three subcortical
anatomical regions. While the pseudo-MRI has shown to be an
excellent method to use for warping the atlas to the template volume, it may not adequately resemble the T1-weighted MRI data
typically used in surgical planning, revealing that our initial
hypothesis was incorrect. Firstly the pseudo-MRI was developed
to match the contrast and intensities of the Colin27 template. This
template, achieves a signiﬁcant reduction in noise due to the nature of its derivation. Furthermore, each structure of the pseudoMRI is homogenous throughout, thus the dynamic range is limited
by the number of structures present in the atlas. This is sufﬁcient
when attempting to match the pseudo-MRI to a volume such as
the Colin27 template, however it may have limited the accuracy
of the atlas-to-patient transformation estimation. The results for
the atlas-to-template warping suggest that this initial warp is
quite accurate when compared to the silver standards. Furthermore, the atlas is limited to structures in the basal ganglia. This
does not aid the use of the ANIMAL algorithm, as it depends on
the ﬁtting of structures not just in the basal ganglia, but also in
its immediate region to provide the optimal ﬁt. As a result the
whole brain and ROI based strategies of Methods A and B are
beneﬁtted.
The largest variations were observed in the labeling of the striatum and the globus pallidus. The resolution of the serial histological sections from which the atlas was derived allows the posterior
portions of these structures to be well identiﬁed in the atlas. However the limited resolution of the pre-operative MRI does not allow
this. This demonstrates one of the main differences between the
atlas and the labels derived by the manual raters, as the identiﬁcation of structures which are difﬁcult to resolve using standard preoperative MRI data were more easily resolved on the atlas.
The detailed analysis of these structures is done for two main
the reasons. The ﬁrst is the typical assumption made in the preoperative planning phase is that functional somatopy can be accounted for by proper labeling of the anatomy (Ganser et al.,
2004; Penﬁeld and Boldrey, 1937; Yelnik et al., 2007). The second
reason is that we required a validation technique that best mimics
the clinical situation where a single rater (a technician or a surgeon) is typically used to manually label the subcortical structures
to aid intra-operative visualization.
One of the main novelties of this study resides in the use and
derivation of a silver standard from manual raters for the comparison of different registration techniques used for atlas warping. The
results from the veriﬁcation of the quality of the manual raters
demonstrate variability in the rater deﬁnitions of all structures
and underscores the difﬁculty of using these deﬁnitions of the
anatomy for comparison. Work by Warﬁeld et al. (2004) has addressed this issue by developing an expectation maximization
algorithm which estimates an optimal segmentation from the different segmentation methods being evaluated. Using this technique, each method can then be weighted depending upon its
estimated performance level with respect to the other methods
being tested. However, if the segmentations used do not include
a silver or gold standard, then the results obtained using this technique will assess the consistency of the segmentation methods,
and not necessarily their accuracy. Despite the variability of the
manual raters deﬁnitions, each rater used is known to have an
accurate deﬁnition of the structures tested and the method used
in this study shows that the raters can effectively provide an upper
limit for the accuracy of anatomical labeling.

5.5. Functional validation of atlas-to-patient warping techniques and
comparison to other point-based techniques
None of the three metrics based on electrophysiological recordings demonstrate a statistically signiﬁcant difference in which
these techniques localize, harder to deﬁne, anatomical structures.
One aspect of this validation that will signiﬁcantly affect the results is the unknown nature of the point spread function. This
has been a common problem amongst groups seeking validation
of their atlas-warping results. For example, in the work of Finnis
et al. (2003), positive stimulations are coded with a sphere proportional to the strength of the stimulation, however it is has never
been proven that this is an accurate method for the representation
of the actual stimulation. In one aspect of their functional validation, 71% of microelectrode stimulations evoking a visual response
(used to determine pallidal targets) were compared with their
location relative to the optic track. Since the microelectrodes likely
have a smaller point spread function, more accurate results can be
expected. Similarly, the results from the extension of this original
work from Guo et al. (2006) demonstrate that the mean difference
between their atlas predicted surgical targets is on the order of
2.18–2.33 mm for thalamotomy, pallidotomy, thalamic DBS, and
STN DBS.
Other groups who have tried to predict the ﬁnal target location
have shown errors of greater than a millimeter in their target localization. For example in Nowinski et al. (2000) targeting errors can
be reduced from 3.07 to 1.44 mm for thalamotomy, pallidotomy,
and pallidal DBS. In recent work in STN DBS targeting by Sanchez
Castro et al. (2006b) demonstrate approximately 1.72 and
1.77 mm difference between their expected surgical targets and
those targets by warping their atlas using B-splines and the Demons algorithm, respectively. Similarly D’Haese et al. show that
their system is able to predict the ﬁnal STN DBS location to within
2 mm (D’Haese et al., 2005a).
What can be elucidated from previous studies is that anatomical and functional atlases can localize targets to within 1.5–
2.0 mm, thereby revealing the limitations of most atlas warping
and atlas construction techniques. Furthermore, in a previous
study from our group (Atkinson et al., 2002), demonstrated that
the stimulations locating the surgical target be accurate to within
2 mm when compared with stimulations used to conﬁrm tremor
arrest.
The above interpretations support the results of our functional
validation as the atlas-based and electrophysiological factors may
compound errors from the our analysis. The results demonstrating
that the majority of all points used in this validation process overlapped with the atlas deﬁnition of the sensory thalamus is very
encouraging. For the experiment using the chamfer distance based
metric we see that the mean distance for all techniques is on the
order of 1–1.5 mm outside the border and is within the accuracy
of macroelectrode stimulator. Furthermore, the point spread function may indeed be larger than the voxel size of the data being
used. Nonetheless, it is a good indication of target localization
capabilities of the current atlas-to-patient warping techniques.
6. Conclusions and future work
Based on the ﬁndings of this study it can be inferred that Method B is the most accurate method, of the three methods tested, to
customize subcortical structures to a particular patients anatomy.
The results are comparable to the variability of the manual raters.
However this technique does not behave in a manner which is statistically better than Method A, therefore it is left to the user to decide between the trade-off for accuracy and time taken to develop
the high-resolution vector ﬁeld deﬁned by Method B. While the
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direct, pseudo MRI based method does an acceptable job with the
identiﬁcation of the thalamus it is not a suitable method for estimating atlas-to-patient transformations; however, we have shown
that it is an excellent method with which to deﬁne the initial atlasto-template warp. Subsequently, the atlas-to-template warping errors which are propagated through the use of the template based
Methods A and B yield acceptable results when evaluating the
sub-cortical anatomy.
Future work will include applying these techniques to expand
the functional atlas we have begun to build (Chakravarty et al.,
2006b). We will also expand the validation techniques discussed
to perform a broader comparison of standard and nonlinear atlas-to-patient warping techniques.
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